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Abstract:
Thisarticle discusses an appl.icationdriven approach to the computer-aided
sizing
o,f spur
gear
teeth.
The
methodology is based on the index of
tooth loading and the environment of ap-
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plication ofthe gear. It employs handbook knowledge and empirical information to facilitate the design process for a
novice. Resuhs show that the approach is
in. agreement with the textbook data.
However, this technique requires less expert knowledge to arrive at the conclusian. The methodology has been sueoessfully implemented as a gear tooth
sizing module of a parallel axis gear drive
expert system.
Introduction

The science of gear design is one that has
been thoroughly investigated and muc-h
writtcen about, (1,2) In transmission of motion via.gears, two or more axes can be arranged in just about any orientation . One
of the most common arrangements of input / output transmissions is the parallel
axis type, in. which the motion is transmitted from an input axis to a parallel output
shaft. There are two Widely used gear tooth
configur:ationJO.to achieve the parallel axis
arrangement; namely, spur and helical
gear tooth designations. SpU1' gear drives
are the most 'economical way of transmis-

sion of motion between parallel axes.
Recently, with extensive utilization of
digitaIcomputers in. engjneering design and
analysis. interest has been shifted toward
automation of gear design. Several attempts have been made in which various
techniques for routine gear tooth design
have been ,e,omputerized.(1.4) However.
these attempts have all been initiated by expert gear designers and have been based. on
the individual's own methodology forthe
gear tooth design process.
In this article a new technique for
computer-aided sizing of the spur gear
tooth is discussed ..The .approach is based
on the requirements. of the application environment of the gear, while the typical
textbook approach (3) requires that the
user be proficient in. making .key assumptions in the design. process. Although
limited to spur gears, a similar approach
can be employed for the design of helical
and other types of gear teeth as well.
The Approach

In general. design of a typical gearbox is
influenoed by the following factors:
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• Spatial. arrangement of the input/output shafts.,
'. Input! output speed ratio.
• Power transmitted (torque or horsepower / speed combination).
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The proposed spur gear tooth designer
is an application~rvencomputer
program
in which Ithe user identifies the nature of
components,
machines, or assemblies
where the gear is to be used. It is essentially based on the index of tooth loading or Kfactor yJ This index is a basis for initial
gear tooth design; hence, the preliminary
stage of the design starts with selecting an
initial K-factor from the user-definedapplicafion environment. Based upon the
specified value of K-factor. a Bnnell hardness number can be 'established (Table 1).
From a table of Bhn VeJ5US tooth numbers,
aprefuninary estimate of the tooth number
is established (Table 2). This step in turn
leads to determination of a trial value for
the pinion pitch diameter (d).
Afterdeterntining the pitch diameter, a
prelimmary sizing of the gear can be
undertaken by means of the Q-factor
method ,.Ill The Q-factor method is one
wheE'eby the power, speed, and gear train
ratio of the gear set are allcembined into
a single nondimensional value (Q), This
number is representative ,of the "size" of
th - load the gear has Ito,support, The Q-
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evatluated. The facew:idth 'can now be
calculated using the formula: n,ll

1)

3150~)"Q
F----...::;.
K ~C2

where
where
m .~ gear reduction (speed ratio)'
HP = horsepower
n = pinion rpm

Note that by knowing the speed ratio,
the i.nitial value of the mating gear pitch
diameter (D) can also be determined, and
the pinion-gearoenter distance (C) can be

c-

center distance (inches)
face width (inches)
K ==, K-factor
Q - Q~fador

F

==

At this stage,

the face width ischeeked
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The unit load is calculated based on the
given information about the horsepower
(HP):

...

(continued from page 11)
against the allowable values. If the check
is successful, then the preliminary stage of
the design is declared complete. It is suggested(2) that the face width not exceed 5p
and be at least 3p where p is the circular
pitch. Dudley(l) suggests that the face
width should not exceed the value of the
pinion diameter. So, if the calculated face
width meets both of the above criteria,
then the preliminary design is complete;
otherwise, the initial pinion tooth number
selection is revised, and the process is
repeated until a satisfactory value of face
width is found, Notice that if the
minimum tooth number criterion is not
met, a new class of materials based on a
revised Bhn value is selected, and the
design process is reinitiated.

,-

. - HP * P * 126050
V
n*d*F

where d = pinion pitch diameter (inches) ..
The calculated unit load is now incorporated in the formula for tooth strength
evaluation. The formula groups all the
geometric design variables into essentially
three factors: (1)

Kd-- KmKaK•
Kv
where

K,
Vr

where

=

a dimensionless geometry factor,
= an index of load intensity (unit
load),
Kd = overall derating factor for bending
strength (psi).

Design. for Strength and Durability
After the preliminary design, the tooth
must be checked for strength and durability. Calculations for tooth strength and
surface durability are based on the unit
load and the K~factor. (1) Unit load is a
factor which is a measure of strength of the
tooth while the K-factor is a measure of
surface durability or resistance to pitting.

The geometry factor is a measure of
shape of the tooth and its effect on the bending stress. Factors such as the depth of the
tooth,
pressure
angle, and addendum I dedendum ratio are incorporated in
assigning the geometry factor. Index. of
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load intensity is designated by the unit
load. The derating factor is an index to account for the non-uniform load distribution across the face width. It also takes into account dynamic overloads due to
spacing error and the effect of the masses
of the pinion and the gear. It also compensates for other quality related concepts,
such as surface finisheff:ect overloads due
to non-steady power, and metallurgical
variations between small and large size
gears.
Overall derating fador is defined by the
following formula:(l)

K, = application factor
Km = load distribution factor
K, = size factor
K, = dynamic load factor
A similar derating factor can be defined for the tooth surface durability:(l)

Cd-- CaCmCs
Cv
where

C, = application factor
Cm = load distribution factor
C, = size factor
C; = dynamic factor
It is assumed that all the factors constituting durability and strength factors
are the same except the size factor (C.) ..
From the standpoint of surface durability,
face width is probably the best way to
evaluate the effect of size. (1) The size factor for durability is generally intended for
derating of gears based on metallurgical
discrepancies between large and smaller
gears.
The rules of thumb employed for the
size factors are(l)
1) For face widths up to 5", the size factor
is set to 1.
2) For face widths greater than 5" and up
to 16", C, is set to 1.3.
The level of reliability chosen in this
particular approach is L1 (expected life
with 99% reliability). However, one can
define several reliability factors, depending upon the nature of the design needs.
Based on the level of reliability and the
number of required life cycles, the allowable values of strength and durability can
then be obtained from the material
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Fig. :2 - Flow chart of the spur gear tooth design
program,

Fig. 1- Bending strength versus life cycles'".

database (Fig. 1). The calculated bending
strength and surface durability are checked against the allowable values, If the
check is successful, the design is accepted;
otherwise. the selected number of teeth is
decreased until a stl'onger gear design is
achieved. or the minimum allowable
number of teeth is exhausted. If the latter
occurs. ehen a stronger material is selected,
and the design process gets underway.
However, if the material data base is

Table .3
Application
Driven

Parameter

Reference 131

P,itch,(P)

4

4

10iameter (d)
,'Inches]

4.5

4.5

Face width (F)
[Inches]i

3.41

3.38

depleted, then failure of the design is
reported. At this point the user is advised
to consider an alternative gear drive
system, such as helical or epicyclic arrangements ..The flow of information in
the spur gear design methodology
is
shown in rig 2.
Example and Discussion.
The example is a.comparison between
the textbook approach
described in
Reference 2 and the application-driven
program proposed in this article, The example essentially states the foJ]owing:
"A pair of 41:1 reduction spur gears is
desired for a lOO-hp 1120-rpm
motor . The gearsare to be 20. fulldepth with a clearance of O.250/P
and made of UNS G-I0400 steel,
heat-treated and drawn to 1000°
Make an estimate of the required
gear size."
In the above example, the authors(2)

r.

use a factor of safety of four and the
material is predetennined. In contrast, the
application-driven approach requires the
user to identify the application environment only, For this particular example. a
general class of hi.gh-speed drives is
specified as the application environment
fo·r the spur gear design. Results for both
approaches are shown in Table 3.
As can be seen from the table, both
methods yield similar results. However,
there are marked differences in the approach. Shigley and MitcheU(2J assume a
minimum pinion tooth number of 18 and
a pre-established type of material. In the
application-driven
approach,
the
minimum tooth number is initiaUysetto
15, and the program establishes 18 as a.
viable tooth number for the pinion. Also,
the material is selected from a data base of
available through-hardened
steel. Note
that this data base can be updated if
necessary, and new types of materia] can

(continued on p.age 47)
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be added for any particular appli.cati.on.
Hence. selection .of pr,oper material is an
integral part ofthe gear tooth design pro-

gr~m ..Also •.the gear tooth data. obtained
via the app1ication-driven approach inearperates the strength and durability factors, These factors inherently carrya
measure of safety to the gear tooth design

process. and, therefore, introduction ofa
user~efined
factor of safety becomes
unnecessary.
This approaeh incorporates the expestiseof the gear designers into the design
routine. Theeepertise is obtained from
handbook inlormation. and can be
I1egularly updated if necessary. Conse-

quently,

no preccnceived iruo.rmation
about the type 'of material or the factor of
safety is required to arrive at an aoceptable
design decision.
Conclusion
A new '~echnique for computer~aided
sizing of spur gears has been proposed!.
The method has suocessfully been im-

Eq,,~ Opporlumly

Employ., M/F

plemented in a comprehensive parallel
axis transmission design expert system. (5)
The gear tooth design is application-drive
and is based on the index of tooth loading
(K-factor). Results show th~t the technique could lend itself to modular expansion
to include other types of gear teeth designs
or different application 'environments.
Once the K-factor has been established for
any new application environment, i't can
be stored as the basis for the gear tooth
design for that particular application. This
in tum, suggests applying a rule-based expert system architecture to continually update the knowledge base of applicati.on or
K-factor values. An Lntelligen:t material
data base search routine can also improve
the options available for gear material

selection.
This article presents a first step toward
gear tooth design automa'tion incerpora'ting the expertise and experience 01 those
whose endeavors led to the now established AGMA standards for the gear design. A logical next step, in this process
would be the inclusion of helicalgear
design and theexpertise in determining
whether at set of spur or helical gears are to

be employed for a particular design environment. The goal. is 'to'merge 'the gear
design techniques with the state o.f the art
in eomputer-aided design methods. which
includethe expert knowledge at well as
routin.e compueational methods.
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